1 Write the words which have the same meaning as the words in brackets. Use the words in the box.

Example: Scorpions can be (found) in the sea, on mountains and in deserts.

1 Scorpions have (hard) skin.
2 Most scorpions like temperatures of (around) 30°C.
3 They are active at night and return underground at (dawn).
4 Scorpions hide in loose (earth), or under rocks and stones.
5 At 23 centimetres long, the emperor scorpion is (huge)!
6 Scorpions give birth to live (young).
7 There are (more than) 1500 species of scorpion.
8 (But), only 30–40 species have enough poison to kill a person.
9 Scorpions (feed on) insects, lizards and small snakes.
10 Frogs, birds, bats and (some) mammals attack and eat scorpions.

Example: discovered

1 _______ 6 _______
2 _______ 7 _______
3 _______ 8 _______
4 _______ 9 _______
5 _______ 10 _______
2 Complete the sentences. Use the pronouns in the box.

Welcome to our nature walk (everyone)! Has (1 anyone) got their notebooks and sandwiches? Good. Now, this is a perfect habitat for toads. They've got (2 everything) they need. It's flat and there are lots of pools and plenty of rain.

Look, there's (3 anyone) big and brown over there next to the pond! Quick would (4 anyone) pass me the binoculars! Thank you. Now let's see... no, it's (5 everything), just a leaf! Let's try over by that grass. Well, I can't see (6 anyone), but if (7 anyone) is very quiet, we may be able to hear Natterjack toad. They are the noisiest toads in Europe and we know that they live (8 anything) around here, because we heard them last year. I can't hear (9 anyone), can you? No! Ok, let's move on. Can (10 anyone), tell me the scientific name for 'Natterjack toad'? No? Well it's...